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THE FILMS OF ALEXANDER DOVZHENKO 

 

ARSENAL (1928) 
 

Hijacking a locomotive against the advice of the driver, who has warned you that the brakes 

don’t work, but whom you’ve thrown off the train, seems at first glance a good metaphor for 

the Russian Revolution. However, though this is what it appears at first to be – for those 

viewers with a negative, bourgeois view of the Revolution – it isn’t, not in Dovzhenko’s 

Arsenal, which I saw over this lunch, for the first and probably the last time. 

 The hero – if the film has one, this is the nearest it gets – is, you see, only an apprentice 

Bolshevik, and as he steps, sole survivor, from the ensuing train-wreck, he snarls, “I’m going 

to be a machinist.” He never becomes one, but he points the way for others who will. In one 

of the film’s middle sequences he addresses an antipathetic hall full of Ukrainian socialists, 

peppered with fat bourgeois in pince-nez. Workers never wear pince-nez in Russian films, 

just as they’re rarely fat, and never grin; for bourgeois, it’s well known, are fat, and always 

find life funny. The hero appears to be gaining a kind of rhetorical advantage, for at one point 

the workers and soldiers in the hall stand with wonderful unanimity and appear to agree with 

the Bolshevik solutions he offers (which he’s just demonstrated by pushing the previous 

speakers from the platform before they’ve finished). 

 

 
 

 However, the meeting appears to end inconclusively, and the bourgeois appear to leave 

with the upper hand. 

 Arsenal is a demonstration of the sort of film that Dovzhenko would have made more of, 

had Stalin let him. There is no plot, but rather inconclusive plot-strands; there are short scenes 

intercut with what narrative there is, in which unidentified people stand still like statues. The 

chronology is obscure and jumpy. History is portrayed in a series of impressionist images: 
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 Thus the film starts with a series of medium shots of peasants and soldiers suffering in 

World War I (not very realistically in the case of the soldiers, who – like the Bolsheviks in the 

second half – are always disciplined, and fully-equipped, with excellent uniforms and boots, 

which I believe the Tsarist army rarely had). A woman stands in a field, alone, trying to sow it 

all by herself – suddenly she keels over and a close-up shows her to have died of starvation. A 

skeletal old man approaches a field with a starving horse, wishing to plough it. This scene is 

intercut with another featuring a starving woman, with two children tugging at her skirts, 

begging for food. The peasant, realising he will never plough the field, beats the horse: the 

woman, who has no food, beats the children. The horse looks reproachfully at the peasant, 

and an inter-title says, as if the horse is speaking, “You’re hitting the wrong beast, Ivan”. 

There is no linkage between the two characters – until we realise that we’re supposed to link 

them with the third character in the montage, Tsar Nicholas II, who is filling up his diary: 

“Shot a crow today. Weather good. Nicki”. This is the beast Ivan and the woman should be 

beating. 

 Dovzhenko got into trouble because he was, as well as being a communist, a Ukrainian. 

Moscow distrusted Ukrainians – perhaps suspecting that they might bear a grudge for the 

Ukraine famine of 1932, which Moscow engineered. The fact has made him into an Ukrainian 

cultural icon since the Soviet Union broke up. 

 His nationality, and the ambivalence with which he viewed it, are shown in another central 

sequence of Arsenal, in which – as I surmise – an Ukrainian national day is being celebrated, 

with a parade of icons and a procession of Cossacks across the main square of (I surmise) 

Kiev. The long hair and beards of the patriarchs carrying the icons and singing appear real, 

leading me further to surmise that Dovzhenko used real bishops, distrusting actors, as 

Eisenstein did. Now the celebration appears to be taking place in 1916 or 1917, and 

Dovzhenko as a good communist should see the religious flummery as a metaphor for the 

way the state has battened on the workers’ ignorance and superstition – and indeed at one 

point an old babushka clasps the rich embroidery of a priest’s vestment from behind, so that 

he doesn’t notice in the midst of his basso intonations, and kisses it, a sort of senior-citizen-

Christian-groupie. But the Ukrainian Bolshevik hero is not present, to comment on the folly 

of it all. Dovzhenko leaves him out, perhaps because secretly he is quite nostalgic for the 

Ukrainian traditions the festival represents, and can’t allow ideologically-correct sneers to 

besmirch it. 

 The film’s climax comes when the Bolsheviks (in disciplined ranks, smartly turned out) 

storm the privately-owned Arsenal which gives the film its title. We’ve been made aware 

throughout the film that it turns out shells by the thousand, via a number of cuts to shells 

being honed and polished on giant lathes in its factory. The Bolsheviks fail, though how is not 

made clear, for there are no battles staged, merely isolated shots of unidentified soldiers firing 

at unspecified targets. Instead we jump straight to the climax of the climax, in which the hero 

– acted by Semyon Svashenko – … 
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 … is cornered by security guards who try to shoot him (this scene is preceded by a very 

striking sequence in which a bourgeois tries to shoot a worker but cannot so long as he faces 

him – the worker grabs his pistol and, unseen, for it is done by a jump-edit, shoots the 

bourgeois instead). The guards fire – the Bolshevik stands there – they fire again – he remains 

upright. “Why don’t you fall down as you should?” one screams at him. “What’ve you got on 

– chain-mail or something?” But he rips his jacket and shirt open, revealing only his manly 

proletarian chest (see illustration). He is not an individual, but a class, and cannot be defeated. 

 It’s an effect similar to the end of Pudovkin’s Storm over Asia, in which the English 

imperialists are destroyed, not by the modern Mongolian Genghis Khan who is the hero, nor 

by his horseback hordes, but by the wind which is the cinematic image of their effect. 

Pudovkin also does it at the end of The Mother, where the workers’ protest match turns via 

the montage into a wave of melting ice-flows, which destroy the Tsarist police force intent on 

its destruction. Metaphors take over. Metaphors become literal. Conscientious, well-trained 

Marxist metaphors assist the course of history. 

 Perhaps it was the fantasy-close of Arsenal which alerted the Socialist Realist censors to 

the corruption of Dovzhenko’s talent. Perhaps some innocent workers had taken him literally, 

and imagined that as good communists no-one could shoot them. 

 

EARTH (1930) 

 

If your brand new tractor breaks down before an audience of gaping rural sceptics, and if you 

find that it’s done so because the radiator’s empty, I should think that what you’d do if you 

were a competent machinist would be (a) to resolve to check the radiator before setting out in 

future and (b) to go and get some water locally. What I don’t think you’d do would be to piss 

into the radiator and persuade your comrades to follow suit. There wouldn’t be enough fluid 

to fill the vessel, and what fluid there was would be warm. But such is the path followed by 

Vassily, the heroic protagonist of Dovzhenko’s supposed masterpiece, Earth, which I have 

just seen, without soundtrack (its title, Зємля, translated as The Land). The meta-cinematic 

irony is that Vassily is played by Semyon Svashenko, he who steps from the train-wreck in 

Arsenal determined to become a machinist. He’s not learned much since then – unless, of 

course, the radiator was sabotaged by Trotskyites. 

 Earth takes place at the time of Stalin’s forcible mechanization and collectivization of 

agriculture. This measure, forced on farms by Moscow for reasons of ideology, resulted in the 

deaths of hundreds of thousands if not millions of agricultural workers who had, since Lenin’s 

N.E.P. in 1921, shown above-average initiative and an above-average capacity for hard work, 

and who thus had become successful and relatively rich. They were called kulaks. In so far as 

he shows initiative and works hard, Vasilly seems of their number: but you mustn’t say that. 

 In Dovzhenko’s movie Stalin’s measure is portrayed as an initiative coming from the 

peasants themselves, and the film emphasises the mechanization (embodied in Vasilly’s 

tractor) rather than the collectivization. There is only one kulak with an important role, and 

he’s not killed. His unheroic bourgeois qualities are shown when he dances drunkenly down 

the village street, saying or singing “I pay!” Vasilly, fresh from his triumphal introduction of 

the tractor, also dances, in a later sequence, down the village street, but stylishly and 

manfully, stirring up the dust as he does so. Just as he’s about to be faded-out on (though this 

effect could be a result of the poor-quality print we saw) he’s shot, and an anonymous figure 

runs away. It turns out to have been the envious kulak. 

 The kulak had earlier given us a striking anticipation of break-dancing, when, on being 

informed that Vasilly’s methods threaten his privately-owned strip, he runs to the strip and, 

sticking his head in the soil, revolves round and round, trying to drill himself into it. 

 I thought at first that the kulak’s clownish qualities were also flashed at us by the fact that 

he wore an embroidered shirt (which only kulaks might be able to afford). But then I realised 

that Vasilly too wore an embroidered shirt – or did after his tractor had proved a success. 

Could it be that his lone triumphal dance, like his embroidered shirt, showed tendencies 

towards bourgeois individualism, and that he paid for such unproletarian overreaching with 
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his death? After all, all the other poor peasants wore plain shirts – immaculately clean, of 

course. 

 Whatever the answer to that question, Vasilly’s father causes great affront to the village 

priest (from whose appearance I’ll bet Ron Moody took his Fagin make-up in Oliver!) and to 

the womenfolk, by insisting that his son be buried according to atheistic rites, and that songs 

be sung at his funeral heralding the dawn of the New Life which collectivisation represents. 

As the hysterical kulak shouts drunken abuse, Vasilly’s funeral procession accordingly 

proceeds, with hundreds in attendance, singing, indeed, songs heralding the New Life. The 

fact that for many Ukrainians and Russians all they had to look forward to was Death, is 

transformed into its opposite. Perhaps, had our print had a soundtrack, we’d have been able to 

hear the tunes, at least, and not have left the cinema in such a negative mood. 

 The film represents an affront to historical and political truth which is, as they say in 

Kentucky Fried Movie, “of inconceivable magnitude”. But that’s not what it’s famous for. It’s 

famous for its “lyrical celebration of the rhythms of life and death in the Russian 

countryside”. Thus we open with a long-drawn-out sequence about the death of Old Simyon, 

a wise and virtuous peasant, Vasilly’s grandfather: 

 

 
 

 With his shirt an immaculate white and his hair well-washed and his beard beautifully 

combed, he lies, dying happily, with his family around him, and babes playing with apples 

which their mouths are too tiny to eat. His death is intercut with soft-focus shots of harvest 

fields and fruit-trees. “Thou met’st with things dying, I with things new-born”. Old Simyon’s 

death will only return him to the earth, as a superior kind of manure. 

 

 Vasilly has a fiancée, Natalya, a fine plump girl with huge eyes. After his death – while 

another peasant woman gives birth – Natalya appears to run stark mad and stark naked (a bold 

thing in 1930s films anywhere, even bolder in pure, virginal Russia, where it was indeed 

censored). She hits her head against walls and windows at the way her maternal instinct has 

been thwarted. 
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 But by the end of the tale she has found another man, and the film’s last shot is of them 

staring deep into one another’s eyes, as КОНЕЏ reassures us that all’s over. The farms have 

come alive again as a result of Comrade Stalin’s leadership, and so has she. 

 However, these themes are tacked-on to the film’s politics with an eye, not to paralleling 

and clarifying them, but with an eye to drawing our attention away from them. 

 Now and then we are reminded of the strange, Bunuelesque qualities of Arsenal. A 

sequence, relating to nothing else around it, shows characters in close-up, frozen in time. 

With greater relevance, horses nod, or look at us quizzically, as does the beaten beast in the 

early part of the earlier film. In one fine shot, Vasilly’s father is silhouetted against the sky, 

framed between two oxen. Man and animals are one in their welcome of the New Agriculture. 

 But the overall effect is sad. The rustic parts are sentimental; the political parts cynical. 

Dovzhenko, in an attempt to remain himself, has sold out. 

 

IVAN (1932) 

 
We’re now in the arena of crude propaganda, with all the self-defeating qualities which that 

metier creates for itself. 

 We’re also in the arena of crude montage technique, whereby the simple juxtaposition of 

shots is expected to create its own momentum irrespective of whether or not there are 

establishing or covering shots here and there to do part of our thinking for us. A speaker 

addressing a meeting and a meeting listening to a speaker can’t just be edited together: you 

have to link them with shots of both together in the same hall to create a continuum, if the 

inadequacy of your rhetoric isn’t to become obvious. Dovzhenko hasn’t quite reached that 

awareness yet – sometimes he does link, sometimes he doesn’t. It’s patchy and amateurish, 

especially when the matter is as bad as it is in Ivan.  

 The film starts with many shots of the Dnieper river, full of ice-flows. The music surges, 

the river flows on, the ice-flows melt, human singing is heard, habitations become visible, the 

river suddenly foams and rages as if cross about something – and we’re into the Soviet era! 

No longer is the Dnieper a power to itself, it’s a source of hydro-electricity. The whole thing’s 

been a metaphor. Soviet man, under Stalin, has tamed Nature. The death of the Aral Sea is 

only fifty years off. 

 The plot in so far as there is one starts on a collective farm, which is operating with such 

superb efficiency that it can afford to send a hundred of its inhabitants to work on the Dnieper 

dam projects. An impressive shot – taken from the horizon – gives enormous hay-stacks in 

the background, ninety percent of the kolkhoz’s workers lined up with pride before them, and 

the hundred bold emigrants to the new universe of industry striding away from them towards 

the camera, singing lustily. They have a shrill but powerful tenor section. Among them is 

Ivan, the hero, who’s played by a kind of Soviet 1930s Tom Cruise – virile, but vulnerable. 

His father is with him (how the hundred are selected we’re not told – if they aren’t volunteers, 

after all, the effect will be spoiled). 

 Soon Ivan et père are at the dam plant. The jovial manager and Ivan’s father face each 

other and laugh without restraint for about two minutes’ film time. They’re old buddies 

who’ve not met for twenty years. The jovial manager eyes Ivan and suggests that he be sent to 

school. Ivan grins a slightly imbecile peasant grin, then stares into the middle-distance as if 

he’s just fallen in love. But it’s not a girl – he’s just had his first glimpse, through the 

window, of a factory. 

 There follows a massive cinematic hymn to heavy industry, as we watch the dam being 

built. Cranes lower above us, huge buckets of cement swoop up and down, hither and thither, 

and muscular men and women (one woman wearing overalls only in the heat) bash spikes into 

the ground with sledge-hammers. The workers are always filmed from below, silhouetted 

against the cloudless sky. Ivan is one of their number. He’s developed a virtuoso sledge-

hammering technique whereby only one arms slings the hammer back over the shoulder, and 

the other whips up and grasps it as it comes down. He seems to equate skill with frequency – 
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the only spike we see going into the ground goes in slantwise, and we’re not surprised when 

an unseen foreman rebukes him for his sloppiness: “What if a train carrying concrete blocks 

went off the rails tomorrow as a result of what you’ve done?” Ivan is chastened. Mere 

strength, energy and enthusiasm won’t do. 

 Suddenly, a corpse is laid out and covered with a blanket. We gasp – is it Ivan? Its face is 

invisible. A woman kneels before it – then rushes out of shot. We follow her through forests 

of swooping cranes, swooshing buckets of concrete, massive steam engines, all of which (it’s 

a slightly – but only slightly – surreal sequence) seem intent on her destruction. But she is an 

excellent sprinter. She arrives at the site manager’s office, via multiple shots of her rushing 

through swing doors: but it’s O.K. – the site manager is already making the phone call which 

will ensure that accidents of the kind that has just killed her son won’t happen again. He 

hangs up, and at once asks her, “What is it, comrade?” She answers, “Ничто” – “Nothing”, 

and walks back out of the door satisfied, leaving him in peace to get on with his vital work, 

which he manages with such typical Russian foresight and speed.
1
 

 Meanwhile, back at the kolkhoz, the father of another of the emigrants is fishing. This is 

an emblem of his parasitism, and we have to concede that he is never seen doing anything 

else except taking the Soviet equivalent of welfare benefits. His son is so ashamed of him that 

he phones up the farm committee and says that he will denounce his father the following 

morning. 

 The worst criticism to be made of Dovzhenko’s Ivan is that this lazy character – the 

Oblomov of his generation – emerges as the hero of the movie. “Quit torturing the workers!” 

he yells, straight at camera. “Let’s have one five-year-plan every year!” Such buffoonish 

irony is so obviously the only sensible way to react to what the film has been depicting that 

we love him at once. In another strange sequence – slightly more surreal than the bereaved 

mother’s sprint through the dam-works area – he visits the Benefits Office, which seems shut. 

Dovzhenko keeps the hut which contains the office still centre-frame, while The Idler darts in 

and out of frame from all angles, impatient for it to open. It opens – he gets his benefit money 

– but then the Hand Without A Face which gave him the money grasps his with a fist of iron 

and won’t let go. He yells and struggles, afraid that his hand is about to be severed – and is at 

last allowed to flop down terrified in the earth, while a spook voice from above denounces 

him as a lazy creep. 

 Another parasite is one of the project managers, who insists – in a scene set in an 

expensive restaurant with potted plants – that he is an individual, and that to argue otherwise 

is “dialectical nonsense” (he uses the English word “nonsense”, pronouncing it 

“nornsyense”). Ivan, whose salary, we doubt, would not normally permit him to eat there, 

seems in danger of agreeing with him, and those who think Ivan needs educating are thus 

proved right. Later we see The Individual and his wife listening to the radio. He wants to 

listen to party pronouncements, but she insists on decadent American-type music from foreign 

channels. 

 Ivan himself is now learning to work with accuracy, as well as energy. He sits in a 

crowded hall, the audience listening with awe to the alternate congratulations and cajolery 

which the dam project managers lavish on them. Only partially in frame and only partially in 

focus, a huge white bust of Comrade Stalin looms in the background. The back door of the 

hall opens – it’s The Idler from the kolhoz, come all the way in from the sticks to denounce 

his son for denouncing him! No-one hears him with sympathy. As he leaves, Ivan himself 

grabs him and says, “I’m ashamed to come from the same village as you!” Before we can ask, 

“Surely you mean, ‘You’re a disgrace to the wonderful village we both come from’?” the 

back door opens again, and it’s the Bereaved Mother. Dovzhenko’s overlap editing makes her 

stride down the aisle twice as long as it would be in real time. Seen addressing the meeting in 

                                                           

1: This bit was written on February 15th 2004, the day that the Moscow swimming pool collapsed 

because it hadn’t been designed to take the weight of the snow on its roof. About fifty people are dead 

so far. It’s so obviously a result of Russian engineering incompetence that they haven’t even bothered 

to suggest that Chechen separatists – the Trotskyite saboteurs de nos jours – did it. 
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long-shot only, she congratulates them on their achievement and says her son died in a 

magnificent cause. 

 The film then takes leave of its own plot for one sequence, and also of its own mind. An 

army general addresses the meeting – the audience rush out at great speed but without panic – 

they carry out his orders – then reconvene at the same speed and calm, and sit down, tired but 

triumphant, Ivan and the Son of the Idler of their number. 

 Ivan, having absorbed the Soviet work ethic, applies to go to training college, and is 

accepted as a model worker who deserves such a reward. 

 In the penultimate sequence we see his arrival at his first lecture. He appears to be late, as 

it’s already started and everyone else is present, including the Son of the Idler, who is sitting 

next to an attractive girl. 

 Many of the male students, we notice, are wearing clean shirts – and, for the first time in 

any Dovzhenko film so far – ties! 

 Ivan has joined the Soviet bourgeoisie. He is a party activist – read, “murderer” – in the 

making. 

 The last sequence, like that of the next movie, shows masses of planes, tanks and, with 

quaintness given the film’s stress on technological advance, cavalry, rushing past the camera. 

With workers with the learning-curve of Ivan, Russia will soon outpace its capitalist 

adversaries. 

 

AEROGRAD (1935) 

 
Like Earth, this movie sets up a fake historical dialectic, and then milks it for all it’s worth as 

if it’s real. In Earth the struggle is between technologically-innovative lower-rank peasants on 

the one hand and effete, drunken kulaks on the other. In Aerograd it’s between jovial, family-

loving eastern Siberian partisans, and Old Believers. The Old Believers are (they still exist in 

some parts of Canada) the folks who are seriously worried that their souls will go to Hell if 

they cross themselves in the Orthodox way with three fingers – two fingers only, they insist, 

will get you into Heaven. Dovzhenko portrays them as having lived in the Siberian wilderness 

for eight years, terrified of being polluted by Bolshevism: Bolshevism, they are assured by 

one of their leaders who has witnessed it, preaches music, dancing, and devil-worship. One of 

them is played by the actress with the pale, staring eyes who removes all her clothing and 

runs mad in Earth. 

 With a view to countering this depravity, the Old Believers have linked up with the 

Japanese capitalist-imperialists, who have sent two samurai to help them sabotage the 

proposed Bolshevik-created city of Aerograd, on the Pacific coast. I think that in reality the 

two sides would have found little in common. Samurai were in any case well-extinct by 1935, 

but such things pose no problem to Dovzhenko, who portrays the two baddies from Nippon 

with as many racist touches as you could wish. Yes, their teeth stick out – yes, they peer at 

everyone and everything threateningly through slit eyes – yes, one of them wears foolish 

spectacles – yes, they both die screaming, without dignity. The second to die does so having 

been thwarted in his attempt to commit seppuku, when the jovial partisans simply find the 

idea too ridiculous, and throw him instead to a group of elderly female Old Believers, who we 

must assume (for we don’t see it) tear him to bits. One of the Samurai has a sequence in 

which he is seen practising his swordsmanship, to strange-sounding music (by Kabalevsky, he 

of the Cello Concerto) which is supposed to caricature Japanese music but doesn’t. 

 It’s clear that Japan’s victory in the 1905 war still rankles with Dovzhenko. 

 Countering such idiocy are the partisans, led by a fifty-year old hunter nicknamed Tiger’s 

Doom, from his Siberian hunting skills (the actor plays Ivan’s father in Ivan). He shoots 

saboteurs at fifty yards with a pistol, dispatches a raving samurai with his rifle at point-blank 

range, and has a noble Bolshevik son, who has married a pretty native Siberian lass and sired 

a bi-ethnic baby upon her. 
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 Such things were just about OK in 1935 (the ethnic Siberians are portrayed as jovial, 

family-committed Bolsheviks down to the last granny). One little boy suggests that the new 

baby be called “Dersu”, perhaps after the Kurosawa hero. 

 Tiger’s Doom has an old friend who has Gone Over To The Enemy (he’s played by the 

actor who’s The Idler in Ivan). His reason for doing so is because the Bolsheviks rounded up 

his reindeer – and “tagged them”! (that’s how the intertitle is translated, at least). Two 

reindeer are seen munching on a back-projection so bad that even the Cambridge lunchtime 

audience laughed. (N.B. there no quizzical horses around.) When he discovers his friend’s 

treachery, he takes him into the backwoods, gives him the choice of where to die, and shoots 

him, having pronounced sentence upon him as a traitor to his class and nation. The friend 

yells “NOOO-OOOOH!” into the forest at the top of his magnificent bass voice – then, on 

being shot, cries “Mamma!” and collapses dead. As he passes the camera on his way to death, 

the actor glances at the camera and shades his face in shame – as if he’s not an actor. 

 All this tosh is intercut with beautiful shots of the Siberian wilderness, and you wish with 

all your heart that the inhabitants (including the tigers) had been left alone to get on with their 

lives there. Also vestigially present is Aerograd. A single biplane scours the clouds in an 

opening sequence: it has been joined by the whole Red Air Force just before the final 

sequence. Now and again characters in the story look up into the sky with either pride or 

terror, depending on whether they’re goodies or baddies; but I fear the “Aerograd” theme is a 

mere framing device to give the tale ideological acceptability. The tale’s protagonists are, 

however, sketched-in stereotypes. 

 The film ends with battalions of Soviet soldiers, sailors and airmen marching through the 

forest, singing revolutionary songs (in mime – Kabalevsky scores for mixed choir, but there 

are no women visible). They descend on the plot where Aerograd will be constructed, line up 

singing, and are joined by an innocent young ethnic Siberian youth who has come to Stalin’s 

as-yet-unbuilt city to be educated. 

 Aerograd, like the rest of Dovzhenko’s work, drips with mendacity and blood. I can’t, for 

instance, find anywhere called Aerograd in the atlas. It looks as if they didn’t build it after all. 

 

BATTLE FOR THE SOVIET UKRAINE (1945) 

 
I didn’t see all of this film, because just after Kharkov had been liberated and there’d been a 

shot of Khrushchev in army uniform, grinning from ear to ear, the cinema fire alarm went off 

and we evacuated ourselves out and on to the pavement – showing, in our snail-like speed, the 

usual attitude of Cambridge intelligentsia towards attempts to panic them. After waiting ten 

minutes in the cold I decided that I’d got the gist, and came away. I thereby missed – 

supposing the cinema to have re-opened that afternoon – the second half of the double bill, 

another Dovzhenko work, Battle for the Right Bank. 

 Battle for the Soviet Ukraine is not a movie but a documentary. Yuliya Solntseva – 

perhaps Yelena Solntseva, Dovzhenko’s wife
2
 – is credited as co-director. It incorporates 

                                                           

2: She plays Vasilly’s sister in Earth. 
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captured German newsreel footage with heavily hostile commentary. There’s little about it 

that is arty. Some shots from both sides leave the suspicion that they’ve been composed. A 

pair of partisans scuttle across the skyline, framed against a gorgeous sunset. A platoon of 

Germans who pass the camera have clearly been ordered to wave cheerfully. A skeleton 

picked bare of flesh wears its Wehrmacht helmet a bit too neatly. A baby being helped out of 

a bomb-shelter is naked, but rather plump to have survived a three-month Nazi occupation. 

Most of the content, however, seems authentic; though I don’t think partisans smiled so much 

as those portrayed here do. They were altogether bloodier folks when the camera stopped 

rolling. At least none of these partisans are nursing mothers, as one is in Pudovkin’s Storm 

Over Asia. 

 World War II came as a stroke of luck to Stalin, for it enabled him to channel all the hatred 

which was by then felt for him into the unquestionably legitimate fight for the defence of the 

motherland. The Soviet motherland, of course – I’ll bet Dovzhenko wanted to call it Battle for 

the Ukraine, but had to add the extra word on orders from the Kremlin. 

 The director’s love for his country is by now turned into still more sentimental 

propaganda. The wheat-fields of the Ukraine are shown filled with glorious harvests, being 

taken in by smiling workers with smocks so white they might have come from The 

Magnificent Seven.
3
 Tapestries are woven by women with fixed, golden grins. The 

commentary assures us that their happiness is all owing to the brilliance and farsightedness of 

Stalin’s two successive five-year plans. What a pity the Nazis invaded before the third plan 

had got going, thereby wrecking the creation of their Marxist utopia. The fact that several 

million Ukrainians died in the Moscow-created famines of the early thirties is not referred to. 

It’d be rude, and out of place. 

 There are numerous shots of corpses – often of children’s corpses – placed near the start, 

as are the images of famine which open Arsenal – to leave us in no doubt as to the horror of 

what happened. These corpses really are corpses. And the skeletal professors filmed haunting 

the ruins of Kharkov University, now a burnt-out shell, staring at the charred papers which are 

all that is left of their research, and speaking straight to camera of how they were beaten and 

starved to near-death by the Nazis, also bear the stamp of truth. Khrushchev is implicitly the 

hero, for he is seen in civilian clothes in the first part, and in army uniform in the second.
4
 In 

fact he was engaged during the thirties in “party work”, that is, in the mass-murder of 

intellectuals, in the Ukraine. Was Dovzhenko, we wonder, a friend of his? 

 

 
 

 We’re moved a long way from Arsenal. 

 

                                                           

3: The Mexican government agent who supervised the political content of The Magnificent Seven 

insisted that no peasant should ever be depicted in other than a immaculate white shirt. 

4: Khrushchev was a lieutenant-general during WWII. See his portrayal by Bob Hoskins in Enemy at 

the Gates. 
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GOODBYE AMERICA (incomplete – early 1950s) 
 

Like Eisenstein and Pudovkin, Dovzhenko could carry few of his creative ideas into 

cinematic effect. The Party wouldn’t let him, and so, like Pushkin before him, he had to shut 

up. He tried one film towards the end of his life. It was a desperate expedient, undertaken in 

order to keep his hand in. But it was shut down before he finished it. 

 Round about 1950, an American woman defected from the US embassy in Moscow, and 

stayed in Russia. Dovzhenko saw a film in the idea, but expanded it so that she was to see the 

light about American lies and Soviet virtues on (it comes as no surprise) a collective farm in 

the Ukraine. He filmed the US embassy scenes; but before he could move to location shooting 

in the Ukraine, no less a person than Stalin himself forbade the project’s completion. The US 

embassy scenes were dug up, cleaned up, and edited into a documentary in the 1990s. They 

are dreadful. 

 One has no necessary objection to Cold War American diplomats being portrayed as 

hypocrites, liars, the tools of arms companies, and drunk power-crazy war-loving enemies to 

world peace. The Russian dialogue they’re given, full of macaronic expressions like “Da, 

Sir!” and “Nyet – goodbye!” is amusing for a minute or so. The fatuous piece of music for 

barber’s shop quintet (sic), to which they listen repeatedly on their radios, is very funny, and 

done by the five comic singers with ludicrous virtuosity. One actor, playing a drunken doctor, 

seems cast because of his resemblance to Andy Devine, the coach-driver in John Ford’s 

Stagecoach; though the impossibly cracked voice Devine has eludes him. 

 But after a few minutes one starts to suspect why Stalin hated it. The politics of the US 

embassy are so obviously derived from an observation of the politics of the Kremlin – 

sycophancy, crude careerism, jostling for positions, brutal mendacity, intrigue, and betrayal – 

that the surface anti-Americanism of the thing quickly wears thin. It manages to appear a very 

evil film about very evil people, and the society from which it sprang appears, as it was, very 

sick indeed. 

 The academic who does the intros and linking commentary (for it’s a documentary) is 

sufficiently sad about the way Russia wasted Dovzhenko’s talent: and Dovzhenko is himself 

seen in a film clip made near the end of his life, pale, drawn, and paralysed by his conscious 

inability to speak the full truth. All he can regret in public is how few films he made – not 

how bad the ones he was allowed to make of necessity were. 

 

 
 

Алехандер Довженко 

Alexander Dovzhenko 


